ARE YOUR
CLIENTS FACING
A RETIREMENT
INCOME CRISIS?
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There’s a retirement income crisis looming over millions of people, some
of whom are likely your clients. Ready for some sobering stats regarding
working Americans?

80% have less than one year’s income saved in retirement
accounts1

21% have $0 saved for retirement or emergencies2
$0.00 is the median retirement account balance3
40% say “too many expenses” is the No. 1 reason they

aren’t saving3

Every day around 10,000 baby boomers turn 65, and they’re reaching retirement in worse financial shape than
the previous generation. That financial situation hasn’t happened since Harry Truman was president.3
One reason is that pre-retirees simply haven’t thought about what their retirement expenses could be. About
two-thirds of pre-retirees have not calculated their expected retirement expenses. And one-half of current retirees
did not determine expenses before retirement.4

Who Is at Risk? What Can Be Done?
Currently in America, only 38% of households have an annuity or pension. That means retirement is at risk for
approximately 63 million American households.4 How many of those people are your clients?
Of the people who have saved, many have focused primarily on accumulating retirement
assets. What they have not considered is the need for retirement income.
About 74% of Americans with a protected lifetime income are confident
their retirement savings will last their entire lives. That confidence drops
to only 33% for those with no annuity or pension.4
And as you might expect, the number of people with protected
lifetime income drops as age drops:

58% of retirees have a protected lifetime income
(32% for those not retired)4

50% of those 55+ a have protected lifetime income4
25% of 25- to 34-year-olds have a protected lifetime
income4

How Does Protected Lifetime Income Work with
Social Security?
Current retirees are really the final generation to benefit from pensions. In contrast, 75% of younger baby boomers
and later generations lack ANY source of protected lifetime income (other than Social Security).4
Speaking of Social Security, which replaces only about 40% of pre-retirement earnings for the average worker,
here’s how dependent some retirees are on it.4

Retirees with
$150,000+
in assets:4

Retirees with less
than $150,000+
in assets:4

Those WITH protected income
receive 25% of their income from
Social Security

Those WITH protected income
receive 40% of their income from
Social Security

Those WITHOUT need Social
Security for 33% of their income

Those WITHOUT need Social
Security for 80% of their income

How Can Advisors Help?
Although the life expectancy for Americans has slightly dipped for three consecutive years, the average man can
expect to live until 76, while women are slightly higher than 81.5
Having a protected retirement income, a lifetime income clients can’t outlive, may provide long-term advantages
and peace of mind. Financial advisors may want to consider a type of retirement planning their clients may not fully
understand: annuities.
Annuities are a strategy that can help provide protected income for life. Most retirees rely on their defined
contribution savings to pay for expenses. An annuity to accompany their savings/investments could provide an
additional source of guaranteed income. These fixed payments over a period of time may reduce the risk of
running out of money.4
Your clients could get confused by the number and types of annuities available, so they may look to you for help
figuring out the details and options in today’s market.

Learn more about how CUNA Mutual Group can help. Visit cmannuities.com,
contact your wholesaler, or call the CUNA Mutual Annuity Solutions Desk at
877.345.GROW (4769).
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
CUNA Mutual Group is the marketing name for CUNA Mutual Holding Company, a mutual insurance holding company, its subsidiaries
and affiliates. Annuities are issued by CMFG Life Insurance Company (CMFG Life) and MEMBERS Life Insurance Company
(MEMBERS Life) and distributed by their affiliate, CUNA Brokerage Services, Inc., member FINRA/SIPC, a registered broker/dealer
and investment advisor, 2000 Heritage Way, Waverly, IA, 50677. CMFG Life and MEMBERS Life are stock insurance companies.
MEMBERS® is a registered trademark of CMFG Life Insurance Company. Investment and insurance products are not federally
insured, may involve investment risk, may lose value and are not obligations of or guaranteed by any depository or lending
institution. All contracts and forms may vary by state, and may not be available in all states or through all broker/dealers. These views
are for informational purposes only and should not be relied upon as a recommendation to purchase any product or as a solicitation of
investment advice from any financial advisor.
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